You made a very wise choice in joining the only writer's network for selling more books and making more profits, all in one place. Whatever you need to "make it" you'll find it in this network—fast, celebrity-making writing techniques, tools to automate your work, the latest marketing strategies, and how to earn the big boy's kind of income of $5,000+.

All of this can be yours when you learn exactly what has been hidden from you for all of these years. Why writers are known as the literate poor. Well, you're here because you decided to change that.
WHAT IS “CELEBRITY LIT” STRATEGY?
"Celebrity Lit" is OUR GROWING NETWORK FOR AUTHOR SUCCESS

People follow and cheer celebrities. Why? Because they are seen and admired, enough to be known—Kim Kardashian, Halle Berry, Will Smith, Taylor Swift, President Obama, Michelle Obama, Queen Elizabeth, Courtney Cox, Donald Trump....

GET THEM TO LIKE YOU - Meanwhile, snatch the writing secrets of successful freelancers—how to write short, fast and exciting, even for nonfiction. Don’t be so stiff. Be likeable. Tell jokes, post great’ quotes. Inspirations, the fun. you’re having. You’re becoming a writing celeb that people like.

GAIN TRUST—can people depend on you to stay in the game of writing, putting out good content for a half hour every week, for years, 15 minutes a day? Now when they see that once annoying email, or unknown email from you, they stop and read—every time.

PEOPLE BUY FROM - those they know, like, and trust. Why not ask them to buy your book every six months or so. After all, you’ve been giving them friendship, tips, joy, fun, sharing your life all the time. Why wouldn’t they?

YOUR NETWORK is your support team. Just join and start to become a celebrity in our growth toward 1 million members a month. Don’t worry, your work is nothing you don’t already do. We’ll show you how.

EASY AND FAST: it’s fun, it’s easy, it’s cheap. Did you know that celebrities spend thousands a month to become known, followed and admired, and I’m going to show you how to do it cheap.

GET THEM TO KNOW YOU—show photos and videos of yourself doing interesting thing—EVERYWHERE ONLINE. They wish they were there. Take a selfie of you writing in Star Bucks—They wish they were there. Show your book signing. Snap a shot of you traveling with your laptop. That’s what people wish they were doing. Now they’re beginning to KNOW you.

How does that happen? They stay in the public eye until people begin to call them by first name, or their names. When they speak, people listen.

Well, writers need a “name” to make people listen. How? Do something every day for 365 days a year if you want people to buy your books? People buy from those they LIKE, KNOW AND TRUST.

How? Just follow our daily instructions website, daily...15 minutes a day will keep poverty, doldrums, obscurity, and slow sales away.

How wouldn’t any writer desire this lucrative, loving, fun-filled lifestyle? You love to help the world become a better place to live from WHAT YOU KNOW.

NOW JOIN US and start to become a celebrity in our growth toward 1 million members a month. Don’t worry, your work is nothing you don’t already do. We’ll show you how.
THE NETWORK: Writers who have the MINDSET to sell tons of books, work less, earn more, become rich and famous and hang out together—at the Frankfurt Book Fair, have a book club chapter of at least 5 people in your town/city, attend the annual conference in Los Angeles with all “celebrity lit” authors and supporters. Buy what you want and live where you want. Write to make the world a better place to live, quit your job and be a full-time writer, and spend your money to reach your goals. Be uniquely you. Laugh, dance, and Write if you want to, when you want to.

Now because you have shown that you’re a serious writer, we want reduced the cost of anything you will every purchase to take your steps to KINDLE BESTSELLER.

It’s as simple as that. Those two SITES have been designed to make you a “celebrity Lit” impact writer by doing what it takes to become a celebrity that people follow, listen to, admire, and buy from. You will write new books every three months...without picking up a pen....you will cooperate with your fabulous network of writers and make money to spend. We teach you to have your attorney, accountant to keep you in good with the IRS.

As a serious writer, we know you will want your book that is researched right, have the right categories, right description, and formatting and cover. We are here to give you everything you need to get started, and get started right. You can many books on kindle and never make a dime. After six years of study and practice, we want to start you off RIGHT...your first winning

Thanks,

Martha Tucker

If you're a serious writers/relevant entrepreneur, you need to get ALL IN IT TO WIN IT.